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WATER CONSERVATION
li

By JOHN LEWIS, B.Sc, (Agric.)
IRRIGATION ADVISER
^-v^^^#N^*N*v-^v^-^>r-*»v

On The Farm

scale conservation of water for agricultural use is becoming increasingly
SthatMALL
important throughout Australia. As land development intensifies, it is natural
fanners turn to more dams and earthen tanks for stock water and irrigation.
Adequate water is essential to supply the carrying capacities made possible by improved pastures, and where greater quantities of water can be stored, fodder crops,
pastures, orchards and vegetables can be irrigated.
Prime factors in the development of
farm water conservation since 1945 have
been the advent of high-powered earthmoving machinery, and portable aluminium irrigation equipment. These have
altered the whole outlook on irrigation,
for it means that water can be caught
and stored where it falls, and used at a
later time.
Water stored in large dams built by the
Government is limited by finance and
suitable rivers. This applies particularly
to our State, where there are few rivers
that can be dammed. There are few properties, however, that lack some situation
where water can be stored. Water is our
most valuable mineral, and the main hope
for future water conservation for agriculture is on the farm.

2. A Dam Across a Gully.—Such a dam
impounds the water of a stream, whether
permanent or semi-permanent. The wall
is usually made of earth, with an impervious clay core or blanket. Concrete
is considered out of the question, except
perhaps for a small weir, as the cost would
be 11-14 times that of the earth wall.

THREE TYPES OF EARTH STRUCTURE
Most earth structures for storing water
fall into three main groups.
1. The Simple Excavated Tank.—In this
type of construction all or most of the
water is stored below ground level. Where
the tank is on sloping land, some water will
be stored above ground level by a bank, and
attention must be paid to the catchment
area on higher land in order to fill it.
Seepage is often an important source of
water supply for this type, especially on
flatter ground.

This dam. situated at Donnybrook. has a capacity of
80 million gallons making It one of the largest
privately owned dams In the State

3. The Turkey-nest Dam and Ringdam.*—These dams consist of a completely
enclosed embankment, and require fairly
flat ground and good clay close to the
surface. They may be filled by pumping
or fluming water from a nearby source,
such as a stream. The main difference
between them is that the turkey-nest dam
* These are other forms of earthen tanks
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stores all its water above ground, being
constructed from borrow-pits nearby, thus
enabling all the water to be gravitated to
stock-troughs.
With the ring-dam, all the material for
the wall is taken from inside the dam, from
as near the wall as possible. The centre
is usually left intact, as it would cost too
much to remove, for the main advantage
of this type of construction is its cheapness.
Part of the water is stored above ground,
and part below, and must be removed by
pumping.
Before discussing these various types of
dam in more detail, it may be as well to
examine the cost involved and the different uses to which they are put; in other
words, what determines the type and size
of dam to be built.

irrigation used. When calculating irrigation requirements, remember to add on
losses from evaporation and seepage.

Permanent pasture and sudan grass are sprinkler
irrigated from this 14 million gallon dam at Boyup
Brook

REQUIREMENTS
The following figures give a guide to
water requirements for different purposes.
(1) Stock and Domestic.
Sheep—2 gallons per day.
Pigs—3 gallons per day.
Horses, cattle—10 gallons per day
(double for dairy cattle).
Household—50 gallons per day.
Garden—Variable, say 500 gallons per
day per i acre.
(2) Irrigation.
Potatoes—1 million gallons will irrigate 10 acres, per season.
Orchard—1 million gallons will irrigate 5 acres, per season.
Pasture, lucerne—1 million gallons
will irrigate 2 acres, per season.

COSTS
The question of costs is all-important,
and can mean the difference between
profit and loss. In considering water
storage structures, the storage-excavation
ratio gives a useful guide. This is the
ratio of the volume of water stored to the
volume of earth removed.
For example, an excavated tank would
have a ratio of 1 : 1. Gully dams are
variable, depending on the shape of the
gully and its gradient, and may be 2 : 1,
6 : 1 and higher. The average would be
about 3 : 1 . Ring dams have the highest
ratios, and therefore the cheapest water.
Ratios of 6 : 1 are common.
The following figures from 4 dams in
the South-West give some idea of the
variability of this ratio, and how it affects
costs.
Dam

1

Cost

Minion
Gallons
80

17:1

Per Million
Gallons
£50

2

3J

6i:l

£91

8*

4i:l

£170

2:1

£286

655:1

£15

Adaminaby

It must be borne in mind that these
figures are only intended to give an indication of water storage needed, and will vary
with the weather, soil type, and type of

S : E Batlo

3
4

Apart from the practical value, settings such as this
add to the attractiveness of a property

Capacity

7
1,050,000

The figures for Adaminaby show what
can be achieved with a very large earth
dam.
8
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The four farm dams are all economically sound, so it can be seen that too much
importance must not be attached to the
S : E ratio. It is simply a guide, and it
is important to examine what sites there
are available on a property, and assess
their soundness individually.

Borings should be carried out with an
auger, to a depth of 2 ft. greater than
the depth of the tank.
Where the tank is to be filled by runoff,
a study of the catchment area before final
siting is vital. To this end it often helps
to walk over the land during rain, to
observe the direction of runoff.
The
amount of runoff can vary greatly, and
depends on the type of vegetation, soil
type, slope of land, and intensity of rainfall. A very approximate value would be
10-20 per cent, of the annual precipitation.
The effective catchment area can be increased considerably by running graded
drains to the tank, with a fall of H in.2 in. per chain. These drains collect water,
which may otherwise flow in another direction, and direct it into the tank.
Other points to watch when siting a
tank are to keep it out of the centre of
large watercourses, keep it out of line of
the prevailing winds if possible, to reduce
evaporation, and make sure it is accessible
to all stock.
When construction is under way, it is
always best to aim for the deepest depth
possible for the size of the tank, to reduce
evaporation losses. When construction is
finished, a grassed bypass is a good safety
feature, for, although tanks do not usually
overflow to any great extent, an occasional
very wet winter may damage the wall. To
protect the wall it is sound practice to
establish grasses on the bank, and fence
it from stock, piping the water to troughs.

A few months before the dam was built on this
property this artificial lake was a dry gully

Another way of looking at the cost
factor is on an annual basis. Assuming
contracting charges are 2s. per cubic yard
(some contractors charge 2s. 6d.), the life
of the structure is 40 years, and replenishment take place once a year, the annual
cost of water would be—
S : E Ratio

Annual Cost of Water

3:1

(per million gallons)
£17

5:1
7:1

£13
£11

10:1

£8^

It can be seen that the farmer must
look further than the capital cost of the
structure when considering water conservation.
Construction costs can be influenced
greatly by the type of machine used and
the methods used. This may not matter
to the farmer if payment is made by the
hour. Usually it is best to get a firm
quote for the whole job before work commences, because there is more in building
a dam than shifting earth, as will be
explained later.

An exceptionally large (7 million gallon) excavated
tank at Donnybrook

GULLY DAM

EXCAVATED TANK

This type of dam impounds the water
of a stream, and therefore requires care
in siting and construction. There is more

When selecting a site for a tank, it is
important to have a satisfactory subsoil.
9
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to building a dam than just scraping up
a wall with a bulldozer, as many have
found to their sorrow.
Choosing a Site.
Several aspects must be considered
when choosing a site. Dams are usually
used for irrigation, so to reduce piping and
pumping costs it it important to have the
dam situated as near as possible to land
which is to be irrigated. I t is a good idea
to take advantage of any natural features
which may exist, e.g., a basin shape or
widening of the gully, to increase the
storage capacity. Narrow, V-shaped gullies are usually poor sites, especially if the
gradient is steep.
A survey of the whole site is usually
essential, in order to calculate the holding
capacity, and volume of material required
for the wall. Borings should be made with
an auger right into the underlying clay,
as there are often porous seams in a stream
bed. If rock underlies the site it is wisest
to abandon the position, for although a
dam can sometimes be built on rock, the
danger of seepage along the clay-rock
interface and perhaps the collapse of the
whole structure is ever present.

width and depth and observe the time
taken for a light object such as cork to
float a measured distance. The rate of
flow can be calculated from the fact that
1 cubic foot per second is equal to 375
gallons per minute, or an acre inch (22,687
gallons) per hour.

Potatoes

b e i n g sprinkler-Irrigated a t B r o o k h a m p t o n .
The dam can be s e e n i n t h e centre

A second, more accurate method involves the use of a 90° V-notch board
placed at right-angles to the stream. The
rate of flow can be obtained by measuring
the depth of water at the V-notch and
consulting Table 1. The depth of water
must be obtained from a peg a few feet
back from the V-notch board, with the
top on the same level as the bottom of
the V-notch.
TABLE 1
Table of flow through 90° V-Noteh
Discharge
Depth of Flow
in Inches

t

1 ...
Many

k i n d s of wild life h a v e made t h i s 6 m i l l i o n
gallon d a m at B o y u p Brook their h o m e

H

11

2 ..

Catchment.
For a gully-type dam the catchment 2»
area needs to be correspondingly large. 33i ..
Areas up to 100 to 300 acres are easily if
handled, but larger areas present difficul- 4 ..
ties of water disposal. Where the winter *t
*i
flow is small, and a large dam is to be *i
5 ..
filled, it may be as well to gauge the flow 5}
6 ..
of water. A quick way of doing this is to 7 ..
select a section of the stream where the 8 ...
cross-section is uniform, measure the
10

3

Gallons per Hour

Gallons 24 Hoars

20
55-6
114-2
199-4
314-7
462-6
646-0
867-1
1,128-5
1,432-1
1,780
2,174
2,617
3,110
3,654
4,252
4,905
5,615
6,384
8,101
10,070
14,804
20,671

482
1,335
2,741
4,785
7,552
11,100
15,500
20,810
27,080
34,370
42,720
62,190
62,810
74,630
87,700
102,050
117,730
134,770
153,210
194,430
241,670
355,300
496,100

1 Acre foot = 272,250 gallons.
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BUY
TIMBER IN
TRUCK LOTS
We'll load a railway truck with salvage timber—in sizes and lengths suitable
for barns, sheds, sheep pens, etc.—and rail it to any part of the State.
Write for details and prices to—

Head Office: 306 Murray Street, Perth.

Phone 212541

Please mention the "Journal of Agriculture of W.A.," when writing to advertisers
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HIGHER QUALITY-LOWER PRICE!

garnite

WHITE STRIPE

POLYTHENE PIPE
THE PIPE WITH THE STRIPE

z y ZVCRY

(ft CO/L
TBSTBQ

For high duty and high temperature applications in agriculture and industry.
Garnite White Stripe Pipe is a super-hard flexible pipe made from improved high
density polythene. Its low cost, high temperature and high pressure resistance
make it the ideal general purpose pipe. A greater surface hardness ensures more
resistance from mechanical damage. Compare Garnite White Stripe against any
other. You'll find it's your best value buy of all.
1"

Bore diameter

i"

li"

2"

7d.

i"
V-

U"

Price per foot

1/5

Vll

2/7

4/9

Maximum Working
Pressure P.S.I.

190

175

135

110

100

100

Weight per 100 ft.

5 lbs.

91 lbs.

12 lbs.

15 lbs.

19 lbs.

35 lbs.

For full information on the GARNITE RANGE of 5 Flexible and Rigid Pipes
contact your nearest Garnite dealer.

MANUFACTURED BY

A. C. I. PLASTICS PTY. LTD.

Stocked throughout Australia and New Zealand
Please mention the "Journal of Agriculture of W.A.," when writing t o advertisers
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RULE

DEPTH...

/

PEG

H^
V-MOT c H
&o A R D

Fig. 1.-90° V Notch Weir.

Other factors to bear in mind are the clay subsoil, and a clay core built up with
legal and moral aspects of damming a batters of approximately l i : 1 (see figure
watercourse. Some landowners have what 2). Finally the outside batters are built
is known as Riparian rights, and their up using mainly topsoil, and these have
normal supply of water must not be a slope of 3 : 1 on the upstream face and
diminished by interference from above. Of 2 : 1 on downstream face. These batters
course, this only applies to a permanent may be reduced in some circumstances if
stream, and a dam on such a stream should the material is first class.
only store winter water, and let the sumIt is very important that the material
mer flow continue undiminished. Another be adequately compacted when building
point to remember is the legal liability of the wall, and to this end the clay should
a dam-owner for damage to property if his
be placed in layers not greater than six
dam fails.
inches thick and rolled. A sheepsfoot
roller is best for this, a pneumatic-tyred
Construction.
roller
is good, but a bulldozer, because the
Construction is commenced by first reweight
is spread over a large area of track,
moving the vegetation, and then stripping
the topsoil from the site and stockpiling has only a small compacting effect. The
it on the downstream side of the damsite. clay and soil must also be at the right
In the core method, a key is cut into the moisture content for adequate compaction.

Pig. 2.—Typical Section of Dam Wall showing Clay-core Method of Construction.
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Another important advantage is the
The material should be as uniform as
possible, not dry or wet, or different clays, cleaning effect a pipe has when left open
otherwise stresses may be set up within during the early part of the winter, as
the wall. This question of consolidation silt and brackish water are removed.
cannot be emphasised too much. It is one
Finally it provides an extra safety
of the most important factors in good margin to the overflow, and water can be
dam construction, and its neglect is the released downstream if necessary.
cause of sinking, and longitudinal cracking, which lead to most dam failures.
The other principal method of construction is the blanket method. Here a blanket
of clay is placed on the wall to form an
impervious barrier to water, and is used
where the bank and the gully sides are
porous, or where suitable clay is scarce.
When the wall is finished, it is a good
policy, as with the tank, to grass and fence
the bank. Grassing stabilises the structure
and prevents erosion.
Pipe Under the Wall.
There are many advantages in putting
a pipe in the bottom of a wall, and it is
quite safe, if it is put in properly. The
Sprinkler-Irrigated millet at Bridgetown
pipe is laid during the early stages of construction, and the clay should be firmly
tamped down around it. Several antiseep collars assist in anchoring the pipe- Bank Dimensions.
Batters.—Usually 3 : 1 and 2 : 1, but may
line and eliminating seepage, and should
be of such a size that the length of the be reduced under some circumstances.
path of any seepage is increased by 20
Crest Width.—Depends on the height of
per cent., e.g., if the pipeline is 100 ft. the wall, and is determined by the formula:
long, then five collars, each two feet in
W = H + 5 where W = width
radius are required. The diameter of the
pipe naturally varies with requirements,
~5
H = height
but six inch diameter is usually sufficient
Hence
for
a
wall
15
ft.
high,
width = 8 ft.
for the average farm dam.
However, the top of the wall frequently
The outlet valve should be as low as is
convenient and the pipeline level, in order is used as a road, so is made wider, e.g.,
to draw off as much water as possible.
12 ft.

NLrr

OirTLEt

FitrFH

.'ALVE

Awri-jEi'p

COLLARS

Pig. 3.—Typical Section of Dam Wall showing Pipe and Attachments.

One of the advantages is that water
can be supplied by gravity for stock and
domestic purposes and sometimes for
irrigation too. Where a pump is installed
at the foot of the dam, no priming is
necessary,
as it is under a negative suction
hea'1.

Freeboard.—This is the difference in
level between the top of the wall and the
bottom of the bypass, and must include:
flood surcharge,
wave action,
safety margin.
14
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This figure is usually 3 ft. for walls up Causes of Failure.
to 15 ft. high, and greater for higher walls.
dams fail due to overtopping, and
It must be remembered that the best of theMost
force
the water rapidly scours away
walls sink a little, and 10 per cent, must the wall. ofThe
cause of overtopping may
be allowed for subsidence. To counteract be insufficient freeboard, too small a bythis, it is a good idea to finish off the wall pass, or wall subsidence due to pobr conhigher in the centre than at the ends.
solidation or unsuitable material.
Seepage underneath a dam will progressively weaken a wall, and may lead to
collapse.

Two bulldozers are being used to construct this dam

Bypass.
The size of the bypass depends on the
nature and extent of the catchment, and
the rainfall intensity. A very approximate value can 'be obtained from the
formula:
W = K-N/A where W = width
A = area of catchment.
K = 5 for high
rainfall areas.
4 for inland
areas.
The bypass is the most important part
of the dam, and may account for a large
proportion of the total cost.
It is best cut in untouched ground
around the end of the dam, and given a
slight fall for 2 chains before returning
to the gully. This is to make sure there
is no danger of the water cutting back
and eroding the wall. The problem of
erosion is encountered when the overflow
water is returned to the gully down a
steep slope. Depending on the amount of
flow, this should be grassed, stoned, or,
best of all, concreted.
m a

RING TANKS
The true ring tank is constructed
entirely from material within the tank,
thereby increasing the holding capacity.
Although this means that some water is
stored below ground in the excavation,
much of it is stored above ground level.
The centre area is left untouched to give
maximum economy of construction, and,
as would be expected, the S : E ratio is
fairly high.
A big disadvantage of the ring tank is
the large area of water at comparatively
shallow depth, resulting in high evaporation losses. These losses can be reduced,
as described later, but it must be realised
that they are a result of the cheap construction methods.
The ring tank is the logical choice for
irrigation where the country is flat, for
to store sufficient water in an excavated
tank would cost too much. Many farmers
ask why the centre is left untouched but,
if it is removed, the tank becomes, in
effect, an excavated tank, and costs more.
Another disadvantage of the ring tank
is the necessity to fill by pumping. The
axial flow pump is ideal for this purpose,
as it has a high efficiency at low heads.
To take full advantage of this type of
construction, good clay close to the surface
and an adjacent water supply are needed.
Any natural depressions also help reduce
the cost of storage.
Dimensions are as follows:—
Batters 2£ : 1 and 2 : 1 .
Freeboard 2 ft.
-e-'gi

A>

Flg. 4.—Typical Section of King Dam.
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EVAPORATION LOSSES
Losses from a body of water due to
evaporation can be very high, especially
in the inland areas of Australia, when it
is 10 ft. or more per annum. In the SouthWest it is about 3 ft. per annum.
Evaporation can be reduced considerably
by the Mansfield process, which spreads
a very thin film of hexadecanol on the
surface of the water. Naturally the cost
of the water saved varies with the evaporation rate, and the following figures quoted
by the C.S.I.R.O. show this variation.
Annual Saving
Acre/Ft.

Cost/1,000 gallons
Saved—pence

i

0-5

16

5

1-25

H

10

2-5

3

Annual Evaporation
Bate—Feet

be carted in and placed in a layer against
the face of the dam. It should be consolidated, preferably with a sheeps-foot
roller, or a mob of sheep.

A well-graded bypass. Tne water has a low velocity
and does not erode

Hence in the South-West region, the
cost of each 1,000 gallons saved would be
about Is., which is very high. The cost
of reducing evaporation must be related
back to cost of storing water, and except
where the evaporation is very high, it is
better to put the money into more storage.

(2) Common Salt.
Where only a section of the dam is
leaking, mixing common salt with the
surface clay makes it impermeable, due
to the deflocculating action of the Na ions
on the clay colloids. However, the use of
salt must be strictly limited because it
makes the water salty, e.g., adding 1 lb.
salt to 100 gallons water increases the
salt content by 70 grains per gallon.
(3) Sodium Tripolyphosphate.
This also acts through increasing the
Na ion content of the exchange complex,
causing the clay to become less permeable.
It is mixed with the surface 6 inches of
soil at the rate of 1 ton per acre. At a cost
of £160 per ton, the cost of treating a
1,500 yard tank would be about £20.
(4) Bentonite.
This is a type of clay imported from
the U.S.A., and has the property of swelling to many times its size when wetted.
It is mixed with the surface soil at the
rate of 20 tons per acre, and when wetted,
effectively seals the permeable clay. At a
cost of £35 per ton, the cost of treating
a 1,500 yard tank would be £70-80.

Flood-irrigated permanent pasture at Donnybrook

SEALING LEAKING DAMS
(EARTHERN TANKS)
Next to evaporation, seepage is the
cause of the major loss of water from dams.
It is virtually money down the drain, but
can be reduced in several ways.
(1) Impermeable Clay.
If the clay in the dam is suspect, tight
impermeable clay from another source can

(5) SS—13.
This is a new method developed in the
U.S.A. and consists of a solution of chemi16
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cals in a diesel fuel base. It is mixed
with water of a dam, and alters the exchange complex chemistry of the soil. It
is not obtainable in Australia at present,
but would be very expensive if it were
imported—the cost of treating a 1,500 yard
dam would be at least £250.

(6) Plastic Membrane.
This method is still more or less in t h e
experimental stage, and is being investigated by t h e C.S.I.R.O. in conjunction with
hexadecanol. I t h a s t h e advantage of
of being positive. The cost of sealing a
1,500 yard t a n k would be about £150.

GRADE HERD RECORDING—AN ENCOURAGING REPORT
The Minister for Agriculture (Mr. C. D. Nalder), said recently that he had been
greatly interested in a report on the Grade Herd Recording for the 1959/60 season
which had been prepared by the Dairying Division of the Department of Agriculture.
The average yield for 12,803 cows recorded was 577 gals, of milk and 244 lb. of
butterfat on a 4.2 per cent. test. The standard lactation period was extended to 300
days in the 1955/56 season when the average butterfat yield was 222 lb., so that
there had been an increase of 22 lb. in the past five years.
The average number of cows in each herd was the same as in the previous year,
that is, 40 cows. The improvement since the end of the war has been almost 50 per
cent in herd size, the numbers improving from 28 to the present level.
The highest average was recorded for the Armadale Unit where 829 cows average 724 gallons and 274 lb. of butterfat. The average test was 3.8 per cent. The
Brunswick Unit recorded the same average yield of butterfat—274 lb., but a lower
yield of milk—693 gals., and the average test was 4.0 per cent.
The units in the whole-milk areas gave the highest averages of milk, for
example—
Armadale
724 gals, at 3.8 per cent.
Brunswick
693 gals, at 4.0 per cent.
Harvey
656 gals, at 3.7 per cent.
Waroona
567 gals, at 4.1 per cent.
Pinjarra
600 gals, at 3.7 per cent.
The average yield of the 4,338 cows in herds in the Milk Zone was 653 gals, and
252 lb. of butterfat, at 3.9 per cent, test, compared to 538 gals, and 240 lb. of butterfat at a 4.4 per cent, test for the 8,465 cows in the butterfat areas.
It is pleasing to record also a gradual lengthening in the average length of
lactation. When this was measured for the first time a few years ago it was 6.9
months only. For 1959/60 the figure had moved to 7.8 months of which the cows in
the wholemilk zone averaged 8.1 and those in the butterfat areas 7.6.
This is reflected in another way in the percentage of cows which completed
a full lactation period. For example, in 1955/56 30.7 per cent, completed nine months,
or longer. I n 1959/60 the figure was 40.1 per cent.
The advantage of this is shown in the average yield of the cows which completed
a full 300-day lactation period. This was 756 gals, and 320 lb. of butterfat compared
to 534 gals, and 225 lb. of butterfat for those which dried off in a lesser period.
The improved percentage in the number of cows which completed a full lactation
period and the increased average yield is believed to be due partly at least, to the
increased number of herds which are now under test continuously. The adoption
of a sliding scale of fees has proved effective in encouraging farmers to keep their
herds under test.
Herd wastage was recorded a t a higher level than in the previous years, total
disposals amounting to 17.75 per cent, of the herds. The percentage in the previous
year was 16.15 per cent.
The herd with the highest average was t h a t owned by Messrs. P . P. and B.
Edwards of Waterloo whose 51 cows average 442 lb. of butterfat, whilst the highest
yielding cow was "Gloria" owned by Marchetti and Sons of Waroona, which produced
16,530 lb. of milk and 683 lb. of butterfat at a 4.1 per cent. test.
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it

will outclass

all tractors

in
45-50D.B.H.P. class
says Mr. T. A. Lynch
of Hyden, W.A.

"The Track-Marshall is all we
were told by your sales staff. In
fact, it's a lot better."
Being a Fowler-Marshall man
before, makes Mr. Lynch an
AUSTRALIA'S BEST CRAWLER
authority on the capabilities of
these rugged, hard-working
TRACTOR VALUE!
tractors and he's just one of
many who look to Track-Marshall and Moores for a combination of reliable work ability
and service that's prompt and
efficient. Track-Marshall offers
many outstanding features including 55 bJi.p.; 14,500 lb.
maximum draw-bar pull; long,
heavy-duty 5-roller frame for
long track life and increased
traction; 6-speed transmission;
average fuel consumption of
( W A . ) PTY. LTD.
well under 2 gallons per hour.
It's no wonder that TrackDivision of Malcolm (|jjj)) Moore Industries Ltd.
Marshall is Australia's best
Cr. Hay Street and Troy Terrace, Subiaco. Phone 8 2341 crawler value.

TRACK-MARSHALL
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MOORE ROAD MACHINERY

Remember,
there's a TRACK-MARSHALL working near
Ask the man who owns one!
Write today for full
Please mention the "Journal of Agriculture of W.A.," when writing to advertisers
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